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Many Killer Whales have become famous over their lifetime. Some for heroic acts, others for entertainment,
some for sad stories of their capture and life in captivity. In this post we look at 5 Famous Killer Whales that
have stolen our hearts over the years.
Five Famous Killer Whales | Orca Spirit
Violent incidents between humans and orcas in captivity Several accounts of violent incidents with humans
have appeared in books and news clips, with little information on the dates or details of those incidents. Other
descriptions have made headlines, and some were captured on video tape.
Violent incidents between humans and orcas in captivity
Shamu was one of the first few orcas ever captured alive, becoming a popular attraction at SeaWorld San
Diego in the mid- to late '60s.
Shamu | 10 of the world's most famous whales | MNN
The first North Eastern Pacific orca was captured in November 1961 by a collecting crew from Marineland of
the Pacific, and over the next 15 years, around 60 or 70 Killer Whales were taken from Pacific waters for this
purpose.
List of captive orcas - The Full Wiki
The first North Eastern Pacific orca, Wanda, was captured in November 1961 by a collecting crew from
Marineland of the Pacific, and over the next 15 years, around 60 or 70 orcas were taken from Pacific waters
for this purpose.
List of captive orcas - Wikipedia
We also now understand that humans and killer whales share much in common â€“ and that some threats to
killer whales now intersect with human lives. Persistent, industrial toxins such as PCBs and PBDEs (a group
of chemicals used as flame retardants in a wide range
Killer Whale - Welcome to Orca Network
Itâ€™s sad when animals become famous for the wrong reasons, but itâ€™s a reality thatâ€™s had its
share of time in the spotlight when it comes to famous killer whales in captivity. Most experts agree that killer
whales have never attacked a human being in the wild, but when it comes to orcas in captivity, sometimes
itâ€™s impossible to hide from the fame.
3 Famous Killer Whales & A Brush With Fame in Captivity
The reasons Tilikum is the world's most famous orca are tragic. His story is at the centre of acclaimed
documentary Blackfish, which recently aired on ABC2 and iView. Get a taste of why this film has moved and
inspired people around the world: Since Blackfish was released in 2013, public uproar has ...
The film that made Tilikum the world's most famous orca
Trua was nominated for deletion. The discussion was closed on 01 March 2009 with a consensus to
merge.Its contents were merged into List of captive orcas.The original page is now a redirect to this page. For
the contribution history and old versions of the redirected article, please see its history; for its talk page, see
here.
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Talk:List of captive orcas - Wikipedia
Mothers of some species fast and nurse their young for a relatively long period of time. Some whales produce
a variety of vocalizations, notably the songs of the humpback whale. Many species, mainly dolphins, are
highly sociable, with some pods reaching over a thousand individuals.
List of cetacean species - Wikipedia
Orcas Island Heritage A project of Washington Rural Heritage, hosted by the Washington State Library.
Home. Browse All. Map. About. Washington Rural Heritage. ... Home Orcas Island Heritage Timeline of
Orcas Island History Reference URL Share . Add tags Comment Rate. Save to favorites. To link to the entire
object, paste this link in email, IM ...
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